Research in example-based machine translation (F,I~MT) has been hampered by the lack of efficient tree alignment algorithms for bilingual corpora. *ghis paper <lescribes an alignment algorithm for F,I~MT whose running time is quadratic in tile size of the input parse trees. 'Phe algorithm uses dynamic programming to score all possible matching nodes between structure-sharing trees or forests. We describe the algorithm, various optimizations, and onr implementation.
Introduction
The development of a glachine translation (MT) system re<luires the lengthy manual preparation of bilingual lexicons an(t transfer rules. I{esearch over the past few years using parallel senten<:ealigned bilingual corpora sugg{'.sts ways in which this manual effort <'an be partly replaced by corpus-based training.
Some o1' l;his research has treated the sentenees as unstructured word sequences to be aligned; this work has primarily involved the acquisition of bilingual lexical correspondences (Chen, 1993) , although there has also been a,n attempt to create a full MT system based on such trcat, ment (Brown et al., 1993) . I{ecently, several groul)S have been exploring the possibility of aligning t)arMlel syntacticalhj analyzed sentences fr<)m the source and target languages (el. (Sate and Nagao, 1990) , (Klawms and Tzoukermann, 1990) , (Grishman and Kosaka, 1992) , (Kaji et al., 1992) , (Matsumoto et al., 11993) and (Grishman, 11994) ). Tiffs offers the potential for acquiring not j ust lcxical but also structural correspondences between the two languages, q'he specific goal in aligning syntax trees is to identify tile (:orresponding tree fragments in the source and target trees. By processing a. substantial corpus, a large set of such corresponding fragments can be collected. These (:an then serve as the example base for a form of examph;-based MT (of. (Nagao, 198d) , (Sate and Nagao, 1990) , (IG\ii et al., 1992) , (Matsumoto <% al., 19!) 3) and (leuruse and lida, 1994) ). This approach requires a fast tree alignment teehuiqu<~; research has I)een ham/)ered by the lack of efli<:icnt algorithms. This pa,per des<:ril/cs an efficient algorithm for bilingual tree alignment.
Our Approach
For each input sent;ellee our parser t)rodlmes a set of trees, corresponding to each possible syntactic analysis. O.r parse trees are transformed illl, O a "regularized" format, to represent the l)redicateArgument structure. For each senten<:e, the out put of the parser is a stru(:tm:e-sharing tbrest. An example of strltetllre sharing I:)etween two ila, rse trees <ff l,}le same input senten('.e is shown in Fig  are 1 . We apply the parser to the source and target sentences, using a Spanish and an F, nglish grain mar, respeetbely. The resulting sets of structureshin:lug parse trees form the input to the alignment procedure.
Our alignment program employs dynamic programming I algorithms, which are described in detail in later sect;ions. The program begins a.t the roots of the source and target trees, and 1)roeeeds top down reeursively, filling a matrix of scorcs. (liven N nodes in the som:ee tree 7',+ --"/'(V~, I5',) 2 and M nodes in the target tree "/}. El) , the score matrix is an N × M matrix. For each pair of nodes xi,i = I .... N 6 V~ and Yi,J -1,...M C ~, the corresponding entry in the score matrix is a. measure of how well z/ illatc:hes >{. The score for each pair of nodes depends only on the closeness of the lexieal entries associated with the nodes and i() [., e.g. (Cornlen (% al., ] 990), pp.299-328 >l'he expression T(<, 1' }.~) <lcnotes a tree as a pair of sets: V~ is the, set of vertices (nodes) in (,he tree, and l','.+ is the set; of edges (arcs).
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To illustrate, in Figure 2 there is no lca-preserving alignment of the two trees which maps all three of the leaf nodes a, b and c into the nodes a', b' and c'. Lea-preserving alignments are possible which map any two of the leaves. The algorithm assumes that least common ancestors are preserved in the alignment. We assign a score to each alignment based on the labels of the corresponding nodes and the arcs from these nodes, as described below. The algorithm seeks an alignment with maximal score.
The Algorithm
Let T~ and Tt be the source and the target trees. The algorithm uses dynamic programming to build up, in a bottom:up fashion, the scores for matching each node in T~ against each node of 2gl. There are O(n 2) such scores, where n = max(I T~ 1, I 7~ 1) is the number of nodes in (2) can be mapped into tile Maxbnum-Weight Clique problem (which is NP-eomplete), of. (Farach et al., 1995b) . However, in the NLP domain, the running time is contained becmlse d < 6 for most trees encountered in practice. Next we describe a heuristic ~which achieves a time bound quadratic in the size of the tree.
A Greedy Heuristic
We can reduce tile computation time of the max term in (2) time.
The validity of this heuristic can be tested by comparing the performance of the procedures using the computation it, (2) and in (4).
6Note: if we disregard the arc labels for simplicity, and set Lex,,.~(., .) = O, then we do not need to build M, and may simply use Mij : S(vi, v5) .
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Strict Lexical Matching Heuristic (Grishman, 11.994) employed an optimization heuristic which favored lexical matches. For each source node v with label L(v), the procedure using this heuristic would first attempt to find a target node v' with ]a, bel L(v') such that L(v) translated as L(v') in the bilingual dictionary (a perfcct lexical match). If such a lexical match was found, the procedure did not attempt to match v with any other target node.
A similar heuristic (Lex-Match) was incorporated into our program as the following preprocessing steps:
By setting to zero those positions in the score matrix which represent unlikely matches, this heuristic prevents these scores from ever being cah:ulated, substantially reducing the rmming time. Lex-Match, unlike the (Grishman, 1994) heuristic, allows one source node to match lexically with more than one node in the target tree.
Implementation
We have implemented the greedy LCA-preserviug algorithm with the following features:
Penalties: The penalties for collapsing edges were set to 0. s Scores: A LeX,~od,; score of 100 and a Lexa,.,, score of 21 was awarded for each match using our bilingual dictionary. These fimctions have the value 0 if there is no lexica] match. rA match M (v, v') is also a lexical match if either M(v, w') o,' M(w, v') is a lexical match, where w and w' are children of v and v j, respectively. aWhen penalties are set, to zero and an empty t)ilingum dictionary is used, the alignment algorithm [ills tim scoring matrix with zeros. When we introduce no[l-zero penalties, the alignment procedure prefers matches between nodes dominating similar structures, since nodes dominating dissimilar structures receive negative scores. Wc expect that non-zero penalties will improve precision with a nonempty bilingual dictionary, because they will favor similar structm'es. In preliminary testing, penalty values of 20 and 30 yielded iinprovenmnts in precision. Table I shows the time consumed by our program to align sentences under different conditions. The baseline refers to our program without any optimiza.tions (which is at least 6 times faster than before using this algorithm.) The optimization w~riables have different effec.ts on the different texts. We believe that structure sharing has a much stronger el[bet on Uurious Geo~ve than on El Camino Real because the tbrmer has longer sentences which produced more parses. The l,exM~tch optimization has a greater effect on l'SI (7amino Real than on Curious Ceor.q<: because all of the words contained in El Camino Real are ineluded in our bilingual dictionary, but only a small portion of the words in Curious Geovje are included. We expect that as the size of our dictionary increases, the Lex-Match optimization will have a greater effect.
The precision for each aligned pair of sentences is computed according to the formula:
where Re.suit,fret is the set o1' source parses to which the alignment procedure assigned the highcst score, and AnswcrKey is the sc't of best source parses as judged by one of the exDerJtnenteFs. 9 This precision measure was previously used in (Matsumoto et al., 1993) a.nd ((h:ishman, 71994) . Table 2 compares the precision of the alignment procedure with and without the Lex-Match heuristic (structure sharing had no eider on the scores.) The slight increase in precision observed with the 91f there was no correct parse, the parscs wil,h the fewest errors were used for purposes of nligmnent. l,ex-Match optimization, may be an itldication that we should raise the score for lexical matches of node labels.
Results and Future Directions
The. era:rent implement~tion aligns trees 63 times faster than our previous program (Grishman, 199d) , with a 2.3% inq)rovement in pre(:ision. 1° We expect line-tuning el' the pa.rameters in our procedures to improve our performance. We expect to gain greater efficiency if all COi[HIHOH IlOdeS between forests are s]lare(l, rather than .just the NPs.
Another efficiency inlprovcment will be aehieved by factoring all ambiguity into the parse tree, as in (Matsumoto eta]., 1993). In our cur rent approach, disjunctions are r(:prcse.ntetl only at; the root level.
In order to inq)rovc the precision of alig,tment, we plan to ext)erimenl, with w~rying the values of the Lex fmletions mid penali, ies in our scor.-ing algorithm and e×l)anding our bilh,gua] dictio nnry. We will also experiment with the non--gr('.edy algorithm discussed al)ove and a th)nthmn(:(.'. preserving algorithm (~ less consl.rained version of the algorithni which we have omitted due to .space limitations). In the dominance-preserving algorithm we relax the requirement of h:a-preserw~.tion, and require the l)rcserw~,tion of the (]omi]~ancc rc lationship between lm(les:
If', for two nodes a C-7' a~d b C 7', a dominates b ((telloted ~ts a ~ b), thell for f(a) ~ 7" and f(b) C '1", f(a) j@).
The kh:a which makes it possible to align s(m~ tenets quickly is that we place restrictions on the ways in which we align the parse trees. W('. t°'I'ihe dynamic l)rogreumniug algorithm accounts for ml approximately 600% iucrc~tsc ill speed of align]nent a rough estimate sin(:e much of Chc I)rogrmn has been r(>implemcntcd. 
